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1. Introduction  
 

Getting a top 5 search ranking in Google, Yahoo! and recently in MSN.com as well is the key 

factor to advertise your product on-line. Optimizing your website will generate more traffic than 

all of your other Internet Marketing efforts combined. By simply getting traffic coming to your 

website, you have got more chance of generating more sales.... The best way to have a good 

position on Internet search engines is to combine your SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) with 

pay per click advertising campaigns (Google Adwords, Yahoo! Search Marketing or Microsoft 

AdCenter for MSN.com). 

 

These two most successful techniques for getting ranked high can positively influence each other 

and implementing them both you will get excellent traffic results. 

 

Read these few pages and you will learn all about SEO and pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns before 

you waste a lot of money on a campaign that doesn't work. This guide provides essential 

overview of SEO and it will help you to launch your first on-line advertising campaigns with 

Google Adwords, Yahoo! Search Marketing (formerly Overture) or Microsoft AdCenter.  
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2. Search Engine Optimisation: How to Get a Good 
Position on the Internet?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So you want your website to be on the first page of every Search Engine? You can influence your 

search engine visibility by yourself and it is much easier than you expected. The best way to have 

a good position on Internet search engines is to combine your advertising campaigns (Google 

Adwords, Yahoo! Search Marketing or Microsoft AdCenter) with SEO (Search Engine 

Optimisation). Thus, by implementing a good SEO strategy, you can significantly increase both 

the number and quality of visitors.  

 

SEO means that your Web site is "optimised" for search engine results, meaning that, ideally, 

your Web site will come up as one of the first 10 sites when people search for keywords pertinent 

to your business. This is essential to your web site traffic which can then lead to further sales 

generation. 

 

For example 3R Sales and Marketing managed to dominate the Google listings for more than one 

month and they did it themselves, without any external help. Here you can read more about how 

they did it: Does SEO Marketing Really Boost Sales? 

 

http://www.3r.ie/
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In general, SEO has two main areas:  

1. changes to a site's code (referred to as "on-page factors")  

2. getting links from other sites (referred to as "off-page factors").  

 

Although SEO is a simple and relatively easy-to-use way of improving your website ranking, 

which helps your customers find your website easier, there is also possibility of abuse. This can at 

the end of the day lead to being excluded from the search engines listings. Therefore it is crucial 

to know the difference between techniques that search engines recommend as part of good design 

(so called “White Hat” SEO) and those techniques that search engines do not approve of and 

attempt to minimize the effect of (referred to as “Black Hat” SEO or spamdexing). 

 

Another interesting fact to know is that search engines change their search criteria daily. There 

are usually very subtle changes an average web site owner does not have to track. Their purpose 

is to prevent spamdexing or at least make it as difficult as possible.  

 

Now let’s take a look at the most common techniques of search engine optimisation.  

 

http://www.3r.ie/
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1. White Hat SEO 

  

 

 

 There are 8 main components which determine your ranking on search engines:  

1. Site Quality and Content  

 
Create useful and comprehensive content that's related to your market 

to keep your visitors there. Adding keyword-rich text that makes 

sense and serves the concept of the web page improves your ranking 

and keeps your visitors interested. The more text, the better for search 

engine spiders when they index a website, it is strongly 

recommended that your homepage has at least 200-300 “visible” 

words. Moreover, the search engine spiders crawl especially the first 

20 words of your website so try to keep an eye on them and make them really relevant to 

what your site is about.  

 

In addition, valuable, dense and regularly updated content is one of the most important items 

you need for your website because visitors who stay longer while visiting a website help 

measure the popularity of the site in the search engines. Therefore try to put at your 

homepage such elements, content of which you will change regularly, e. g. news, events, 

recent articles etc. 

 

http://www.3r.ie/
http://www.3r.ie/
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2. Site Title  

 

 

 

It is the most powerful SEO technique you have, so use it creatively! When search engine 

results are displayed the title is the first thing people see.  

 

Thus each page should have a different <title> with 2 or 3 of your keyword phrases at the 

beginning. The title should explain in a few short words (your keywords) the intent of the 

page. Don't put your company name first - place your keywords first and if you feel you 

absolutely must have the company name in the title add it second.  

 

Despite its importance, rather do not overdo it with the length of the <title> tag; 50-80 

characters including spaces should be appropriate. And do not just list your keywords, 

because you then risk being considered as spamming. Rather try to remain as close to a 

readable sentence as possible. You also should make the title enticing, so that the viewers of 

search engines listings will also click to see your website. 

 

Below the <title> is a <description> which will be generally the first sentence on at page. The 

Description Meta tag is also fairly important. Your description should also have 2 or 3 of 

your keyword phrases at the beginning as so should your first sentence. Just like the <title> 

tag, reflect the content and try to keep there no more than 250 characters including spaces. 

Change the words around enough so that you can hit various typings of your keywords. 

 

You should have a different title, description and first sentence on each page. You many also 

want to try shorter titles with only one keyword or keyword phrase as this will raise you 

keyword relevance. Also you can consider putting your domain name at the very end of the 

title. 

http://www.3r.ie/
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3. Meta Tags 

 

 
 

Although many people incorrectly rely on them when performing SEO, META tags have 

decreased in importance recently, but are still worth using for clarity and search results. Their 

initial purpose was to help search engines find out important information about your page that 

they might have had difficulty determining otherwise. 

 

The Keyword tag is now the least important but is still used by some engines. As you never 

know when the rules of the search engines will change, or a new engine will want them, so 

take the time to include these tags in all your web pages. We recommend you do not overdo it 

with meta tags as well; your Keyword Meta should not exceed 1024 characters including 

spaces.  

 

If your site especially interesting for a specific geographic location be sure to include the 

actual location in your keyword meta.  

 

When performing SEO, you should always use the same keywords which also appear in the 

copy of your page, title tag, meta description etc. Any keyword phrases which are used in 

your meta tags only, will not have enough prominence to help your listings for that phrase. 

 

http://www.3r.ie/
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4. Good Navigation 

 
 

Having good navigation is important to the indexing of your web pages. There is nothing 

worse than arriving at a website and having difficulty understanding where to go for the 

information you are seeking. Have easy to use, clearly marked navigation so your visitors 

click through instead of click-away in frustration.  

5. Right Keywords  

Use your keywords both low and high on the web page, keywords should be in the first 

sentence and in the last one. Keep in mind that for the target audience to find a site on the 

search engines, the page must contain keyword phrases that match the phrases the target 

audience is typing into search queries. 

The first step before starting your SEO (and PPC campaigns as well) is to make the best 

keywords list possible.  It is a fundamental step that will have a strong impact on your 

campaign success. Avoid expensive general keywords: you will certainly get a high rate of 

impressions, but not necessarily high conversion sales. Focus on specific key phrases that will 

get more highly targeted people to your site.  

 

I would advise you to apply the following methodology to choose the right words:  

 

1) Organize a brainstorming with your co-workers, business partners, friends and relatives 

to find keywords relevant to your business. Focus on the needs of your target audience, 

what they would type in when looking for your products.  

 

http://www.3r.ie/
http://www.3r.ie/
http://www.3r.ie/resources/marketing_articles/whattomeasure4success.htm
http://www.3r.ie/resources/marketing_articles/17stepsmarketingmessage.htm
http://www.3r.ie/resources/marketing_articles/doyouuseNWPinyourmarketingmessage.htm
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2) Try to make a list of 100 keywords minimum. Providing that you barely reach this goal, 

do use search term suggestion tool (such as www.inventory.overture.com or 

www.wordtracker.info). 

Yahoo! Search Marketing (formerly Overture) also comes with a keyword suggestion 

tool, available to Yahoo! Search Marketing advertisers only.  

 

3) Don’t forget dashes, apostrophes, spelling variations, plural versions and paste tense. 

Your potential customers will not search a keyword in the same way. For instance: 

website, web site, web-site.   

 

4) Check out your competitors’ webpages for ideas. View the source HTML code and take a 

look at keywords in their meta tags. They could be a good tip for yours! 

 

5) When you are combining your SEO with PPC advertising campaigns, it is very helpful to 

use tracking results from Google Adwords or Yahoo! Search Marketing to revalue your 

keyword list. Try to put emphasis on those which gain the highest number of clicks in 

your PPC campaigns.  

 

6. Site Popularity  

As determined by the number, quality and type of linked 

pages, most search engines don't even consider web sites if 

there is not at least one or two links pointing to the web 

site. Links from other popular websites back to your 

website are one way of increasing your site's popularity. 

Finding websites with similar content (but not your 

competitors) and high link popularity, then trading links to 

be posted on each site, is one way of increasing your site 

popularity.  

http://www.3r.ie/
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